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Фонд оценочных средств текущей аттестации разработан на основе рабочей 

программы дисциплины «Западноевропейский язык (английский)», входящей в состав 

образовательной программы 45.03.01 - Отечественная филология (со знанием 

современного славянского языка). 

Для систематической проверки результатов обучения после освоения каждого 

раздела дисциплины проводится тест. Максимальное количество баллов за каждый тест – 

5 (пять баллов).  

 
№ 

 
Раздел дисциплины 

 

 
Оценочное 

средство 

 
Максимальное 

количество 
баллов 

 

 
Критерий оценки 

         5 семестр 

1. Unit 1 (Headway Intermediate) тест 1 5 

Пропорционально 

количеству 

правильных 

ответов 

2. Unit 2 (Headway Intermediate) тест 2 5 

3. Unit 3 (Headway Intermediate) тест 3 5 

4. Unit 4 (Headway Intermediate) тест 4 5 

5 Unit 5 (Headway Intermediate) тест 5 5 

6 Unit 6 (Headway Intermediate) тест 6 5 

         6 семестр 

 Unit 7 (Headway Intermediate) тест 7 5 

Пропорционально 

количеству 

правильных 

ответов 

 Unit 8 (Headway Intermediate) тест 8 5 

 Unit 9 (Headway Intermediate) тест 9 5 

 Unit 10 (Headway Intermediate) тест 10 5 

 Unit 11 (Headway Intermediate) тест 11 5 

 Unit 12 (Headway Intermediate) тест 12 5 

         7 семестр 

 Unit 1 (Headway Upper-Int) тест 1 5 Пропорционально 

количеству 

правильных 

ответов 

 Unit 2 (Headway Upper-Int) тест 2 5 

 Unit 3 (Headway Upper-Int) тест 3 5 

         8 семестр 

 Unit 4 (Headway Upper-Int) тест 4 5 Пропорционально 

количеству 

правильных 

ответов 

 Unit 5 (Headway Upper-Int) тест 5 5 

 Unit 6 (Headway Upper-Int) тест 6 5 



Примеры тестов для всех разделов дисциплины: 
5  семестр  

Test 1 

Grammar 

1 Complete the questions with the correct auxiliary verb where necessary. 
1 What      did        he tell you just now? 
2 Who     ––        stole my bag? 
3                 she speak English well? 
4 When                 they leaving? 
5                 you had lunch yet? 
6 Who                 comes from Scotland? 
7                 they arrive on time last night? 
8 What                 happened to your car? 
9 Who                 you usually depend on? 
10                 he drunk his tea? 
11 Who                 drank my coffee? 
12 What                 she talking about? I don’t understand.  
  10 

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 
1 Sorry I didn’t answer the phone earlier. I was sleeping. (not answer / sleep) 
2 He                 with his parents at the moment because he                 much money. (live / not earn) 
3            you            that strange noise a few minutes ago? It                 like a baby crying. (hear / sound) 
4 Their children all                 tennis very well. They                 after their mother. (play / take) 
5 We                 dinner at a friend’s house when they                 last night. (have / call) 
6 I                 much about my grandparents. They                 when I was very young. (not remember / die) 
  10 

Vocabulary 

3 Complete the sentences with six words from the box. There is one extra 
word you do not need. 

side   great   relatives   ancestors 
roots   extended   inherited   related 

1 I don’t know much about my father’s      side     of the family. 
2 She                 her mother’s brains and her father’s blue eyes. 
3 Most of his                 family live in Manchester. 
4 They found out that their                 were mostly artists and musicians. 
5 My                -grandparents emigrated to Australia in the 1920s. 
6 We only see our                 at Christmas. 
  5 

4 Make three more collocations for each verb. Use the words in the box. 

a course   here   grey   angry   five minutes 
for a meal   the housework   married 
me a favour   after   on a diet   up   golf 

1 do exercise, your best 
   a course                                       
2 take photos, a holiday 
                                                     
3 get a degree, a job 
     here                                         
4 go mad, off coffee 
                                                     



Test 2 

Grammar 

1 Write the sentences in the correct order. 
1 flown / plane / in / I / never / a / have 
 I have never flown in a plane. 
2 new / He / house / bought / just / has / a 
                                                                            . 
3 land / Moon / did / When / first / on / the / astronauts? 
                                                                            ? 
4 not / left / the / yet / They / house / have 
                                                                            . 
5 met / you / ever / a / famous / Have / person? 
                                                                            ? 
6 seen / We / that / have / twice / already / film 
                                                                            . 
 
  10 

2 Complete the sentences with the correct narrative tense of the verbs in 
brackets. 

1 It was the most beautiful beach he ’d ever seen  . (see) 
2 As soon as he closed the door, he                 he                 his house keys on the table. (remember / leave) 
3 While they                  for the taxi to arrive, they                 the doors and windows. (wait / lock) 
4 As she                 over the bridge, the car in front crashed and nearly                 into the river. (drive / fall) 
5 By the time he                 to the station, the train                . (get / go) 
6 While I                 the joke, I suddenly realised I                 the ending! (tell / forget) 
  10 

 
Vocabulary 

3 Underline the correct preposition. 
1 He always works on / by his own. 
2 We got there in / at five o’clock on / in Saturday morning. 
3 Last night I watched a film by / for Peter Jackson on / at TV. 
4 Some people in Britain go by / for a swim on / in Christmas Day. 
5 She’s always in / on a hurry, but she never arrives at / on time. 
6 I didn’t break it for / on purpose. I put it in the dishwasher by / for mistake. 
7 I bought it in Rome at / in 1990 when I was there on / by business. 
8 We met on / by chance at / for lunchtime and decided to go to the cinema. 
  7 

 

4 Complete the words in the headlines. 
1 Heavy rain causes serious f l o o d s 
2 City destroyed by huge e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _e 
3 Thousands protest in anti-war  

d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _n 
4 Ten h _ _ _ _ _ _s rescued from gunman 
5 Motorway c _ _ _ h kills six 
6 Man a_ _ _ _ _ _d by mad dog 
7 Murder f_ _ _ _ _ _e back in prison 
8 Transport s_ _ _ _ e causes travel chaos 
9 Banks c_ _ _ _ _ _ e in economic crisis 
 
  8 



Test 3 

Grammar 

1 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 I ’m having / will have a party tonight. Do you want to come? 
2 A: What are you going to / will you do tomorrow? 
 B: I might not / will do anything! I’m so tired, I think I ’ll just relax / ’m relaxing. 
3 A: How are you going to go / getting to the party? 
 B: I’m not sure. We might phone / ’re phoning for a taxi. 
 A: I ’m going to / ’ll take you if you like. I won’t do / ’m not doing anything else. 
4 A: Pete and Sarah are going / will go to the USA. 
 B: Might they go / Are they going to New York? 
 A: No, they’re going to visit / won’t visit Mike’s brother in Florida. 
  10 

2 Complete the predictions with the words in the box. 

won’t   ’ll be   unlikely   going   likely   ’ll 
’re going   probably   might not   going to   will 

1 They   won’t   be here for at least another hour. They’re always late. 
2 We should go, or we            to miss the train. 
3 It’s hard to predict exactly how life            change in the future, but any change is            to be dramatic. 
4 A: Do you think they            buy the flat? 
 B: It’s           . It’s too expensive. 
5 I don’t like the look of those black clouds. There’s            to be a storm. 
6 John’s doing very well at university. I’m sure he            a very good lawyer. 
7 It’s not            be easy to sell our house at the moment so we            move for a while. We’ll            wait to see 

what happens. 
  10 

Vocabulary 

3 Put the letters in order to complete the sentences. 
1 I often   warn   (arnw) my parents about the dangers of smoking, but they ignore me. 
2 He            (lgodeaopsi) for breaking the cup. 
3 My wife loves to            (igspso) with her friends on the phone, but            (uaserg) with me about the phone bill! 
4 Amy            (sbtaos) about her new clothes, but never            (nmopcistlme) me on mine.  
  7 

4 Complete the time phrases with the words in the box. 

next   long   future   time   in   shortly 

1 He’s likely to lose his job   next   week. 
2 We might all have videophones in the near           . 
3 I think space travel will be very common a long            from now. 
4 The films starts            ten minutes’ time. 
5 I’m busy now. I’ll call you back           , 
6 Robots could play an important part in our lives in the           term. 
  6 

5 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 Short skirts aren’t my cup / pot of tea. 
2 I’ll give you a hand / an arm with that suitcase – it looks heavy. 
3 He didn’t tell us he had a new job. He’s a black / dark horse. 
4 I’m sure we’ll get there, but we’re running out of / from time. 
5 Your sister looks worried. Is there something on her heart / mind? 
6 I’m not very good at doing / making small talk. 
  7 



Test 4 

Grammar 

1 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

must   don’t have   should   mustn’t   shouldn’t   have 

1 I   must   get up early tomorrow. I have a breakfast meeting at 7.30. 
2 You            wear smart clothes for a job interview to make a good impression. 
3 We            to have another meeting before we decide who gets fired. 
4 The best thing is that we            to work at weekends. 
5 You            drink milk with these pills. It will seriously damage your stomach. 
6 He            drive so fast. I sometimes get scared when I’m with him. 
  10 

2 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 We used / would go there a lot when we were younger. 
2 I would / used to know his sister very well. We worked in the same office. 
3 We would / used to go to France for our holidays every year. 
4 He didn’t use to / wouldn’t like her at school, but now they’re best friends. 
5 I used to buy / bought a small flat when I got a better job. 
6 Did she use to / Would she live in Brazil in the 1990s? 
  10 

 
Vocabulary 

3 Put the letters in order to complete the sentences. 
1 It’s very hard to work with Bill. He’s too  competitive  (poeveticmti). 
2 He loves living quietly in the country. He’s never been very                 (bausitiom). 
3 She doesn’t like studying. She isn’t a very                 (adivomtet) student. 
4 What we need in this company is a good                 (edlera). 
5 Tim can never decide what to buy. He’s so                 (cidvensiei). 
6 My boss expresses himself really clearly. He’s a very good                 (mncotormuica). 
  5 

 

4 Complete the adjectives. 
1 Their new house is lovely and absolutely 

e n o r m o u s. 
2 I haven’t got space for more books and furniture. My house is t_ _ _. 
3 It’s 5.30 already. It’s going to be  

i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _e to finish this by six. 
4 She’s a great cook. Her pasta dishes are really  

d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s. 
5 It’s a w_ _ _ _ _ _ _ l film. You must see it. 
6 Wear your shorts. It’s b _ _ _ _ _ g today. 
  5 

5 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 Jim’s just lost his work / job. 
2 The film was very funny / fun. I laughed all the way through it. 
3 Did you remember / remind to buy the milk? 
4 Have you ever won / earned a lottery prize? 
5 Do you often hear / listen to the radio? 
6 I’ve forgotten / left my umbrella. 
  5 



Test 5 

 
Grammar Complete the sentences with the correct form of the adjective in brackets. 
1 The world’s a much   smaller   place than it used to be. (small) 
2 The garden wasn’t as                 as she described it, but it was far               . (beautiful / big) 
3 Our new car is a little bit                 than the last one. (economical) 
4 She’s the least                 person I’ve ever met. (attractive) 
5 It was by far the                 film he’s ever written and was a lot                . (interesting / successful) 
6 It’s the                 restaurant in town, but not the                . (good / cheap) 
7 She was slightly                 at maths in the last test, but her chemistry results were much                . (good / bad) 
  10 

2 Write the correct question tag. 
1 You already know by brother,  don’t you ? 
2 They’re arriving at 10,                ? 
3 He won’t like me,                ? 
4 She hasn’t heard the news yet,                ? 
5 He knew I was coming,                ? 
6 They’ll never find out,                ? 
7 He didn’t call her last night,                ? 
8 They haven’t met her,                ? 
9 They were never married,                ? 
10 We aren’t late,                ? 
11 You’ve got the job,                ? 
  10 

 
Pronunciation Tick the pairs of words with the same stress pattern. 
1 wasshin machine / vacuum cleaner  
2 antibiotics / vaccinations 
3 technology / appliances 
4 nuclear power / solar power 
5 electricity / communications 
6 computer networks / commercial airplanes 
 
  5 

 
Vocabulary Complete with words from Exercise 3. 
1 I switch off the electricity when I go away. 
2 My grandmother used to spend hours doing the laundry before she got a                                . 
3 People think that                                 isn’t as safe as solar power. 
4 The doctor gave me                 for my cough. 
5 The carpet’s dirty – where’s the                                ? 
6 Babies are usually given several                 to prevent common illnesses. 
  5 

 

5 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 Do you ever wonder / research why the earth is round? 
2 The police are making inquiries / investigating the murder. 
3 She’s doing historical investigation / research at Cambridge University. 
4 Why don’t they response / reply to my emails? 
5 The neighbours were inquiring / looking into about your health. 
6 They’re going to discuss / have a debate the issue at the UN next week. 
  5 



Test 6 

Grammar  Underline the correct alternative. 
1 If I’ll see / see him, I’ll tell you. 
2 What will / do you usually do when you’re angry? 
3 If they invite / ’ll invite you to the party, do / will you go? 
4 Will they be / Are they disappointed if we don’t / won’t come? 
5 When people will lose / lose their jobs, they usually get depressed. 
6 He won’t come if / unless you phone him first. 
7 Do you laugh a lot when you’re / ’ll be very happy? 
8 We are / ’ll be very surprised if we won’t / don’t win the game. 

  10 

2 Match 1–6 with a)–f). 
1 Where would he work    b  
2 If you got a promotion,        
3 If they got engaged,        
4 Who could we invite        
5 We wouldn’t be able to buy it        
6 If their car broke down,        
 
a) unless we borrowed some money. 
b) if he left school now? 
c) we could buy them a nice present. 
d) how would they get home? 
e) if we had a party? 
f) would you earn a much bigger salary? 

Vocabulary 

  10 

3 Complete the adjectives using the correct -ed or -ing form. 
1 The film was so bor ing   that we walked out of the cinema. 
2 I was really embarrass      when I realised I’d forgotten his name. 
3 She was very annoy      about their bad behaviour. 
4 These instructions are really confus      . I can’t understand them. 
5 He was very satisf      with the job they did. 
6 We should all be very worr      about climate change. 

  5 

 

4 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 Have they settled down / up yet? 
2 If you want to log off / up, you have to click  

in / on this icon. 
3 I saw you chatting him off / up in the club. 
4 Sally didn’t want to go because she doesn’t get  

in / on with Marta. 
5 You should dress up / down a bit as it’s a very informal party. 

  5 
5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in the box. 

get   do   raise   jump   watch   hold 

1 We couldn’t     get     seats for the concert. 
2 They’ve _______ lots of money for charity from the sale they ______. 
3 I _______ a programme last night about the experiments NASA are ______. 
4 I’ve never _______ a queue in my life. 

  5 



6 семестр 
Test 7 

Grammar Write sentences using the present perfect simple or continuous. If both are 
possible, use the continuous. 
1 She / work / in Japan / for six years. 
 She’s been working in Japan for six years. 
2 I / not see her / since July. 
                                                                            . 
3 What / you / do / all morning? 
                                                                            ? 
4 He / not meet / my parents / before. 
                                                                            . 
5 How long / you / know them for? 
                                                                            ? 
6 We / learn / Russian / for two years. 
                                                                            . 
 

  10 

2 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

can   could (x2)   able (x2)   manage 

1    Can     you play the guitar very well? 
2 He            read when he was four years old. 
3 Did she            to speak to the boss in the end? 
4 They weren’t            to come because her flight was cancelled. 
5            you hear what they were saying from the back of the class? 
6 Were they            to get in touch with you by email? 

  10 

Vocabulary  Put the letters in order to complete the sentences. 
1 I need to   practise     (rasecpti) my Spanish more often. 
2 The main problem is that he doesn’t                 (eevebli) in himself. 
3 The team is getting                 (tbeert) at working together. 
4 I don’t think they’ve ever had the                 (nypopoitrtu) to travel abroad. 
5 I’m sure he’ll do well in his career. He’s always been a high                 (ierevcah). 
6 If the company could                 (ucfso) more on its aims, it would be more profitable. 

  5 

4 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 I’ve been thinking with / about the idea for ages. 
2 They get on well because they have so much  

on / in common. 
3 Young doctors have to put in / for long hours at the hospital. 
4 The magazine article picks up with / on the need for more public support. 
5 Unfortunately, he’s never had a talent for / in making friends easily. 
6 Do you have access to / with the internet at home? 

  5 

5 Complete the words in the sentences. 
1 She has great abili t y as a dancer. 
2 They take after their parents. They have a great 

apt_ _ _ _ _ for sport. 
3 She’s an ex_ _ _ _ in European history and is very gif_ _ _ at making the subject entertaining. 
4 He’s hope_ _ _ _ at maths, but he’s a really 

tal_ _ _ _ _ musician. 
  5 
 



Test 8 

Grammar 

1 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 I love –– / the cats, but I wouldn’t like to have a / the dog. 
2 A / An city I’d really like to visit is the / –– Prague. 
3 The secret of a healthy life is to walk plenty of / a lot and eat a little bit / much of everything. 
4 Is that a / the girl who lives in the / a flat next to yours? 
5 I’ve read too much / several of his books, but not all / any of them. 
6 His problem is that he eats too much / many cakes and not enough / none vegetables. 

  10 

 

2 Complete the sentences with a relative pronoun. Use that where possible. 
1 He doesn’t get enough exercise,    which     explains why he’s always tired. 
2 That’s the shopping centre                 we buy all our clothes. 
3 People                 use the internet for more than three hours a day can get quite stressed. 
4 That was the moment                 he asked me to marry him. 
5 Is that the woman                 daughter got married last week? 
6 One of my brothers,                 lives in Scotland, has invited us to his new house this weekend. 

  10 

 
Vocabulary 

3 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. Use each word once. 

got   along   on   mind   nosy   nuisance 

1 We’ve     got         to know quite a few people since we moved to the village. 
2 The noise of the cars at night gets                 my nerves. 
3 I get                 with most of the people at work except one                 woman wants to know everything I do. 
4 She was only trying to be friendly, but he told her to                 her own business. 
5 The buses only go to town every hour, which is a bit of a                 when you’re in a hurry. 

  5 

 

4 Put the letters in order to complete the sentences. 
1 I find   wikis        (siikw) very useful when I’m looking for factual information. 
2 I think they met on a                 (tigdna) site. 
3 I’ve become very interested in photography since I started using a photo                 (gsrihan) site. 
4 Which                 (chsare) engine do you prefer to use? 
5 Many people find social                 (rgntkwineo) sites very time consuming. 
6 Since I created a personal                 (aogmehep), my business has improved. 

  5 

5  Match the compound nouns. 
1 sports   c   a) street 
2 traffic       b) shopping 
3 duty-free       c) centre 
4 one-way       d) jam 
5 terraced       e) shop 
6 window       f) house 

  5 

   
 



Test 9 

Grammar 

1 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 I love –– / the cats, but I wouldn’t like to have a / the dog. 
2 The / An Amazon river flows into the / –– Atlantic Ocean. 
3 We’ve seen too much / several of his films, but not all / any of them. 
4 The problem is that she eats too much / many chocolate and enough / no salad. 
5 The secret of a healthy life is to walk plenty of / a lot and eat a little bit / much of everything. 
6 Is that a / the couple who live in the / a house next to yours? 

  10 

 

2 Complete the sentences with a relative pronoun. Use that where possible. 
1 He doesn’t get enough exercise,    which     explains why he’s always tired. 
2 Is that the man                 son had a car accident last week? 
3 My cousins                 live in the USA have invited us to go there for a month. 
4 That’s the outdoor market                 we buy all our fruit and vegetables. 
5 Many people use the internet for more than three hours a day,                 can cause serious stress. 
6 In this photo, you can see the exact moment                 they won the match. 

  10 

Vocabulary 

3 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. Use each word once. 

got   keeps   making   doing   nuisance   disturbs 

1 We’ve     got        to know quite a few people since we moved to the village. 
2 You shouldn’t play such loud music. It                 the neighbours. 
3 There isn’t a post office in the village, which is a bit of a                 sometimes. 
4 She’s very private and                 herself to herself. 
5 Billy’s settling in well at school and is                 friends with the children next door. 
6 I don’t mind                 favours for other people occasionally. 

  5 

 

4 Put the letters in order to complete the sentences. 
1 I find   wikis        (siikw) very useful when I’m looking for factual information. 
2 Which search                 (ienneg) do they usually use? 
3 We use                 (ciolas) networking sites to make arrangements with friends. 
4 Do you have a                 (oarsnlpe) blog? 
5 Have you ever posted anything on a video                 (righnsa) site? 
6 His social life has improved since he started using a                 (gtiadn) site. 

  5 

5 Match the compound nouns. 
1 sports   c   a) lights 
2 semi-detached       b) street 
3 secondary       c) centre 
4 high       d) estate 
5 traffic       e) school 
6 housing       f) house 

  5 
 



Test 10 

Grammar 

1 Complete the sentences using the third conditional. 
1 Would she  have come  if she  ’d known  ?  

(come / know) 
2 If you                 to bed earlier, you                 better. (go / sleep) 
3 If they                 us that it was Mark’s birthday, we                 him a present. (not tell / not buy) 
4 What                 we                 if they                 us? (do / not help) 
5 If it _____________so cold, I                 for a walk. (not be / go out) 
6                 he                 a teacher if he                  

at university? (become / study) 
  10 

 

2 Underline the correct alternative. 
1 I think the best handbags are made / make in Italy. 
2 Unfortunately, the concert has / was been cancelled due to illness and will be hold / held next Wednesday instead. 
3 Although protests were / are made about his new film, it is being / been shown in London tonight. 
4 Nelson Mandela, who was / was being imprisoned for 27 years, was / will always be remembered for his courage. 
5 Quite a lot of the fruit and vegetables that are selled / sold in our supermarkets is / are imported from Spain. 
6 John Lennon has been / was murdered in New York over 30 years ago, but his music is still played / playing by 

millions of fans. 
  10 

Vocabulary 

3 Complete the words in the sentences. 
1 Huge technological ad v a n c e s are made every year. 
2 The human rights m_ _ _ _ _ _ t led to the abolition of the slave trade in the 19th century. 
3 The d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ y in 1928 of the antibiotic penicillin was a t_ _ _ _ _g point in the treatment of illnesses. 
5 Gutenberg’s i_ _ _ _ _ _ _n of the printing press in 1440 led to a much wider s_ _ _ _d of knowledge and ideas. 

  5 

 

4  Underline the correct alternative. 
1 I was a teenager in the sixties / sixtieth. 
2 We’re going on holiday to South Africa for a decade / fortnight. 
3 My grandparents’ age / generation were deeply affected by World War II. 
4 I haven’t been back there for a decade / an era. 
5 Some people think that the millennium / age of television is coming to an end. 
6 Our era / The nineties’ era will be remembered for climate change. 

  5 

 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of give, come, make or 
have. 

1 We all had to    give         a talk to the class. 
2 Speaking a foreign language                 (not) naturally to most people. 
3 If we hadn’t got that new contract, we wouldn’t have                a profit this year. 
4 Can you help me? I                 trouble with my car. 
5 He                 me directions to his new house, but I couldn’t find it! 
6 Tim                 good progress at school. 

  5 



Test 11 

 
Grammar 

1 Write the reported speech sentences in direct speech. 
1 She said she’d see us the next day. 
 ‘          I’ll see you tomorrow                .’ 
2 He told me that he would be here at seven. 
 ‘                                                            .’ 
3 She asked us if we usually listened to classical music. 
 ‘                                                            ?’ 
4 Her father said she had to be home by eleven. 
 ‘                                                            .’ 
5 He asked her why she wanted to borrow his car. 
 ‘                                                            ?’ 
6 They said they couldn’t find their tickets for the concert the next day. 
 ‘                                                            .’ 
 

  10 
 
 
2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in brackets. 
1 He suggested    going      to see a film. (go) 
2 They managed                 to the station on time. (get) 
3 I’m really looking forward to                 a holiday. (have) 
4 They invited us                 to a concert with them. (go) 
5 We suggested that they                 us at the restaurant. (meet) 
6 He gave up                 chocolate for 6 months. (eat) 

  10 

Vocabulary 

 

3 Complete the words in the sentences. 
1 In my opinion, or g a n ic food is really overpriced. 
2 You must try to remember not to leave the TV on s_ _ _ _ _ y at night. 
3 It’s much cheaper to buy s_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _d books from charity shops. 
4 We didn’t rent that flat because the windows weren’t d_ _ _ _ _ g _ _ _ _ d. 
5 There’s so much p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ g on this toy I bought – I can’t get it off. 
6 You’d save a lot of money on electricity bills if your house was i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ d. 

  5 

 

4 Match the words in the box with the correct prefix 1–5. 

judge   cycle   usual   agree   eat   ethical   new   cooked   like   estimate   understand   believable   usable   
approve   pronounce 

1 mis   judge                                     
2 re   cycle                                      
3 un   usual                                     
4 dis   agree                                     
5 over   eat                                         
 

  5 
 



 Test 12 

 

Grammar 

1 Write the reported speech sentences in direct speech. 
1 She said she’d see us the next day. 
 ‘          I’ll see you tomorrow                .’ 
2 He asked her what she wanted to do that weekend. 
 ‘                                                            ?’ 
3 They said she couldn’t come home by herself. 
 ‘                                                            .’ 
4 She told me that she’d be here at 9.30. 
 ‘                                                            .’ 
5 She asked us if we’d ever been to a classical music concert. 
 ‘                                                            ?’ 
6 His father told him he mustn’t use the internet for longer than an hour a day. 
 ‘                                                            .’ 

  10 
2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in brackets. 
1 He suggested    going      to see a film. (go) 
2 She suggested that I                 her outside the cinema. (meet) 
3 He gave up                 3 weeks ago. (smoke) 
4 They managed                 the tickets at the last minute. (buy) 
5 I’m really looking forward to                 them again. (see) 
6 They invited us                 on holiday with them. (go) 

  10 

Vocabulary 

3 Complete the words in the sentences. 
1 In my opinion, or g a n ic food is really overpriced. 
2 There’s so much p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ g on these batteries – I can’t get it off. 
3 You’d save a lot of money on electricity bills if you used e_ _ _ _ y– _ _ _ _ _ g light bulbs. 
4 We mustn’t leave the computer on s_ _ _ _ _ y all night. 
5 You can get really interesting s_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _d clothes at the market. 
6 I used to buy a lot of p _ _ _ _ _ _ _d food, but now I try to cook fresh food. 

  5 

 

4 Match the words in the box with the correct prefix 1–5. 

judge   like   cook   new   able   understand 
believable   real   obey   trust   cycle   weight 
agree   estimate   use 

1 mis   judge                                     
2 dis   like                                         
3 under  cook                                        
4 re  new                                         
5 un  able                                        
 

  5 
 

 

 



7 семестр 

Test 1 

1 Correct one mistake in each question. 
1 What for did you do that? 
           What did you do that for?                         
2 Who did gave you those lovely flowers? 
                                                                             
3 If you saw him, what would you said? 
                                                                             
4 Where were made these shoes? 
                                                                             
5 Who’s the man that he stole your bag? 
                                                                             
6 Have you speak to her last night? 
                                                                             
 

  5 

2 Underline the correct answer: a), b), c) or d). 
1 We don’t     c      eat out on Tuesdays. 
 a) easily   b) early   c) usually   d) never 
 
2 I couldn’t leave at six because I            finished the report. 
 a) had   b) hadn’t   c) wasn’t   d) wouldn’t 
 
3 We talked for hours about            we used to live. 
 a) where   b) which   c) that   d) which 
 
4 She            to get promoted before me. 
 a) should   b) might not   c) won’t   d) isn’t likely 
 
5 Your order            sent by first class post and will arrive tomorrow. 
 a) is being   b) has being   c) will   d) is 
 
6 He asked me what time            arrive. 
 a) we’ll   b) we’d   c) would we   d) we have 
 
7 If I’d seen you, I            hello. 
 a) ’d say   b) ’ll say   c) would’ve said   d) had said 
 
8 We            them since we were children. 
 a) know   b) knew   c) ’ve been knowing    

d) ’ve known 
 
9 While we            to check in, they announced that our plane was delayed. 
 a) waited   b) are waiting   c) were waiting    

d) had waited 
 
10 He’s been working there since           . 
 a) five months   b) March   c) two years    

d) a long time. 
 
11            we arrived, the concert had started. 
 a) While   b) Until   c) As soon as   d) By the time 

 

 

  10 



Test 2 

 Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. 
1 We last saw each other six months ago. 
We haven’t seen each other for six months. 
2 There aren’t many nice places to eat here. 
There are only                                                  . 
3 If sales don’t improve, I’ll lose my job. 
Unless                                                               . 
4 They’re building a new factory near the river. 
A new factory                                                    . 
5 He told them they shouldn’t smoke so much. 
He warned                                                         . 
6 I wasn’t able to get in touch with her. 
I didn’t                                                              . 
 

2 Complete the text about popular words with one word in each gap. 
Do you tweet on Twitter? 

It 1      will         probably come as no surprise that not only was Twitter the fastest growing website 
2                     2009, but ‘Twitter’ was also the most widely used word in the media. ‘Obama’ was in 
3                     place and ‘H1N1’, the name of the swine flu virus that spread all over 4                     world, was in 
third. More surprisingly, the success of Stephanie Meyer’s Twilight series of 5                     and films pushed the 
word ‘vampire’ into fifth place. 

The popularity of the 6                     ‘Twitter’ summed up the rise of social networking on the Internet. It was also a 
‘fun’ word, 7                     led to the creation of a whole new set of vocabulary. For example, ‘tweet’, ‘tweetaholic’ 
and even ‘tweet up’, which means to arrange to 8                     up with your friends. 

If further proof of social networking as 9                     huge cultural force was needed, the New Oxford American 
Dictionary chose ‘unfriend’ as its 2009 Word of the 10                    . To ‘unfriend’ means to remove someone as a 
friend on a social networking 11                     like Facebook. Have you unfriended anyone recently? 

 
  10 

3 Complete the sentences with the prepositions in the box. Use some 
words more than once. 

with   at   in   to   on   by   down   up 

1 I haven’t made friends   with   many people at work yet. 
2 We try to save energy by not leaving electrical appliances            standby. 
3 The letter didn’t arrive because it was delivered to the wrong house            mistake. 
4 Do you believe            magic? 
5 You’ll get better            playing the piano if you practise every day. 
6 Unfortunately, speaking a foreign language doesn’t come naturally            me. 
7 If you got up earlier, you might arrive            time for a change. 
8 You shouldn’t forget to shut            your computer at night. 
9 Did you know that Ben’s split up            Jo? 
10 When I get home from work, I like to relax and put my feet           . 
11 He succeeded            passing the exam after a lot of hard work. 

  5 

4 Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of the word in capitals. 
1 She’s been  unemployment  for six months. She can’t find a job.   EMPLOY 
2 The job market for university graduates is much more                      these days.   COMPETE 
3 My son wants to specialise in                      engineering.   GENE 
4 I heard a                      talk about the meaning of dreams.   FASCINATE 
5 They were sent home from school for                      the teacher.   OBEY 
6 I didn’t get an interview because I didn’t have the right                        QUALIFY 

  5 



  5 
Test 3 

Reading 

Match gaps 1–6 in the text with sentences  
a)–g) opposite. There is one extra sentence you do not need. 
Teenage boy climbs Everest 

In May 2010, American teenager Jordan Romero made history by becoming the youngest person to climb the 
highest peak in the world, Mount Everest (8,848m). 1    e    . The first thing he did when he reached the summit was 
to make a phone call, saying, ‘Mom, I'm calling you from the top of the world!’ 

Jordan made the climb with his father Paul, his step-mother Karen Lundgren and three Sherpa guides, all 
experienced mountaineers. However, despite Jordan’s age, he was by no means an inexperienced climber. In fact, 
this was his sixth major achievement in his dream to climb the Seven Summits, the highest peaks on all seven 
continents. 
2          . Between 2007 and 2009, he climbed five others in North and South America, Australia and Europe. Having 
climbed the Asian one, this left only the Vinson Massif (4,892m) in Antarctica to achieve his dream of being the 
youngest person to climb all seven. 
3          . There was a painting on a corridor wall in his California school which showed the highest point on every 
continent, and it fascinated him. He did some research and then one day he said to his father, ‘Dad, I want to climb 
the Seven Summits.’ His father immediately started training him and the following year they climbed Kilimanjaro. 

Despite Jordan’s achievements, the Everest climb also attracted criticism from people who said he was too young to 
take such risks. It is true that climbing at such high altitudes can be dangerous. 4           Furthermore, a previous 
record holder for the youngest person to climb Mount Everest, 16-year-old Temba Tsheri from Nepal, lost five 
fingers from frostbite during his climb due to the extreme cold. 

But Jordan’s father rejected the criticisms, saying, ‘We were so prepared, everything went absolutely perfectly. 
5           ’. He said they’d spent several weeks getting used to the high altitude. He thought Jordan had trained hard 
and had been ready for the challenge. 

Jordan himself said, ‘I’m the one who started this project. 6          . I know it’s a big goal and luckily for me, my 
family is supporting me every step of the way. In fact my family is my team.’ 

He hopes his adventure will inspire young people around the world to set themselves challenges – to get fit and aim 
high. 

 
a) The cold and the lack of oxygen has killed many climbers in the past. 
b) It’s my dream we are following. 
c) Their knowledge and experience of the mountain will help keep us all safe. 
d) He conquered the first one, Mount Kilimanjaro (5,895m), in Africa when he was ten. 
e) Jordan was 13 years old. 
f) Age has nothing to do with anything. 
g) Jordan says he was first inspired to climb at the age of nine. 

  10 

2 Read the text again and choose the correct answer: a), b) or c). 
1 When Jordan got to the top of Everest, he called his     c   . 
 a) father 
 b) friends 
 c) mother 
 
2 He’d already climbed            of the highest mountains in the world. 
 a) five 
 b) six 
 c) seven 
 
3 Jordan climbed Kilimanjaro when he was           . 
 a) seven 
 b) nine 



 c) ten 
4 Some people thought Jordan shouldn’t climb Everest because           . 
 a) he would get frostbite 
 b) the mountain was too high 
 c) he wasn’t old enough 
 
5 Before the climb,           . 
 a) Jordan trained very hard 
 b) he spent several months on Everest 
 c) his father was very worried 
 
6 Jordan would like           . 
 a) everybody to climb mountains 
 b) to inspire other teenagers 
 c) to find more challenges 

  5 

3 Cross out the option or response that is not possible. 
1 So should I dress smartly tonight? 
 a) I see.   b) Of course.   c) That’s right. 
2 I’m afraid the party’s been cancelled. 
 a) Really?   b) Well done.   c) That’s a shame. 
3 A: Do you recommend taking a sweater? 
 B: Yes,            quite cold in the evenings. 
 a) it’s generally   b) on the whole, it’s 

c) it tends to 
4 A: That was a fantastic meal, wasn’t it? 
 B: Yes, but I            the food was overpriced. 
 a) for one thing   b) do think   c) must say 
5 Did you know that if you listen to Bach, it helps you to learn better? 
 a) Oh, really?   b) I have no idea. 

c) Does it? That’s interesting. 
6 What should we get Harry and Sara for their wedding anniversary? 
 a) Don’t forget to buy them a plant. 

b) I don’t know. 
c) If I were you, I’d just send them a card. 

  5 

4 Match gaps 1–11 in the conversation with  
a)–k) below. 

A: 1Have     a     my car keys, Anna? 
B: I’m 2           sure I left them on the table. 
A: No, I’ve looked there. Did you put them in your handbag? 
B: Maybe. I 3          . Where is my handbag anyway? 
A: I haven’t got 4          . You know, I think we should buy a red carpet! 
B: 5          ? Why red? 
A: I read an article about it. Apparently red helps you remember details better. 
B: You’ve 6          . 
A: Well, 7           thing, we’re getting very forgetful these days. 
B: Yes, but 8           I see it, that’s because we spend too much time using computers. 
A: Exactly! I think I’ll try using a red screen on mine. 
B: OK, but whatever 9          , don’t buy a red carpet! 
A: Don’t worry. Hey, you’ll 10           what! 
B: You found the keys? 
A: Yes, in my pocket … 
B: 11           joking! 
 
a) you seen g) Really 
b) the way h) a clue 
c) you do i) lost me 
d) fairly j) can’t remember 
e) never guess k) for one 



f) You’re 

  10 



8 семестр 
 

Test 4 

 
Writing 

15 Underline the correct alternatives. 

 
The best meal of my life! 

What’s the 1more / most delicious food you’ve ever eaten? Mine was chicken soup. 2In general / In all likelihood it 
wasn’t just the soup itself, but where and 3what / when it was eaten. It happened when I was working in Morocco 
4while / during Ramadan, when Muslims don’t eat 5or / but drink anything from sunrise to sunset, and never 
complain. 
6Although / However I’m not a Muslim, I admired the willpower of my friends so much 7than / that one day I 
decided to share the experience with them. It was one of the most memorable days of my life, full of unexpected 
feelings and emotions. 
8Finally / By the time the sun was setting, I’d joined the crowds of people in the square, 9which / where the cafés had 
prepared bowls of steaming chicken soup 10as well as / also deliciously sweet desserts. Everyone had a bowl of soup 
in front of them and held their spoons ready to eat. 11After that / As soon as the sun went down, we lifted our spoons. 
Food had never tasted so good. 

  5 

16 Choose one of the topics below and write an essay / a story on a 
separate piece of paper. Use the paragraph notes to help you. Write 
130–150 words. 
 
Topic A 
 
If you could choose to be a famous person from history, who would you choose? 

 
Para 1: say who the person is and what they are famous for 
Para 2: give two or three reasons why you would like to be them 
Para 3: say what things you would do differently from them, and why 

 
Topic B 
 
Write a story beginning with these words: 
It was the most important day of my life. 

 
Para 1: say why the day was important 
Para 2: describe what happened on this day 
Para 3: say what the conclusion was – positive or negative 

 

 

 



Test 5 

1 Correct one mistake in each question. 
1 What for did you do that? 
           What did you do that for?                          
2 Who’s the woman that she was so rude to you? 
                                                                             
3 Have you see them last weekend? 
                                                                             
4 Who did sent you that lovely card? 
                                                                             
5 If he’d spoke to you, what would you have done? 
                                                                             
6 How is made this table? 
                                                                             
 

  5 

2 Underline the correct answer: a), b), c) or d). 
1 We don’t     c      eat out on Tuesdays. 
 a) easily   b) early   c) usually   d) never 
 
2 She            them since she was at primary school. 
 a) knows   b) knew   c) ’s been knowing    

d) ’s known 
 
3 While they            at the gate, they found out the flight would be five hours late. 
 a) waited   b) are waiting   c) were waiting    

d) had waited 
 
4 I’ve been working here for           . 
 a) five months   b) March   c) two years ago    

d) last year 
 
5            we arrived, the concert started. 
 a) While   b) Until   c) As soon as   d) By the time 
 
6 He couldn’t leave work early because he            asked his boss. 
 a) had   b) hadn’t   c) wasn’t   d) wouldn’t 
 
7 We talked for hours about            we used to play together in a band. 
 a) when   b) which   c) that   d) which 
 
8 I            to get promoted before him. 
 a) should   b) might not   c) won’t    

d) ’m not likely 
 
9 Your order            sent by first class post and will arrive tomorrow. 
 a) ’s been   b) has being   c) will   d) is 
 
10 She asked them what time            leave. 
 a) they’ll   b) they’d   c) would they   d) they have 
 
11 If I’d met you, we            had lunch. 
 a) would   b) won’t have   c) could’ve   d) might 

  10 



3 Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. 
1 We last saw each other six months ago. 
 We haven’t seen each other for six months. 
2 They’re delivering the furniture tomorrow. 
 The furniture                                                   . 
3 She told us it would be a good idea to take a taxi. 
 She advised                                                   . 
4 The quality isn’t as good as it used to be. 
 The quality is                                                   . 
5 There wasn’t much food left after the party. 
 There was only                                                 . 
6 If it doesn’t stop raining, we won’t be able to go for a walk. 
 Unless                                                               . 
 

  5 

4 Complete the text with one word in each gap. 
 
Do you tweet on Twitter? 

It 1   will             probably come as no surprise that not only was Twitter 2                     fastest growing website in 
2009, but ‘Twitter’ was also the 3                     widely used word in the media. ‘Obama’ was in second place and 
‘H1N1’, the name of the swine flu virus that spread all over the world, was in 4                    . More surprisingly, the 
success of Stephanie Meyer’s Twilight series of books and 5                     pushed the word ‘vampire’ into fifth place. 

The popularity of the word ‘Twitter’ summed up the rise of 6                     networking on the internet. It was also a 
‘fun’ word, which led to the creation of a whole new set of vocabulary. For example, ‘tweet’, ‘tweetaholic’ and even 
‘tweet up’, 7                     means to arrange to meet 8                     with your friends. 

If further proof of social networking as a huge cultural force was needed, 9                     New Oxford American 
Dictionary chose ‘unfriend’ as its 2009 Word of the Year. To ‘unfriend’ means to remove someone as a 
10                     on a social networking site like Facebook. 11                     you unfriended anyone recently? 

 
  5 

 

5 Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of the word in capitals. 
1 She’s been   unemployed   for six months. She can’t find a job.   EMPLOY 
2 They                      the teacher so they had to do extra homework.   OBEY 
3 The problem is that she’s too good. She’s                      for the job.   QUALIFY 
4 I think he’s got a very                      job in the government.   INFLUENCE 
5 Please accept my apologies. I                      what you said.   UNDERSTAND 
6 If you’d arrived on time, he wouldn’t have been so                     .   ANNOY 
 
 

  5 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Test 6 

Reading 

1 Match gaps 1–6 in the text with sentences  
a)–g) opposite. There is one extra sentence you do not need. 

Teenage boy climbs Everest 

In May 2010, American teenager Jordan Romero made history by becoming the youngest person to climb the 
highest peak in the world, Mount Everest (8,848m). 1   a     . The first thing he did when he reached the summit was 
to make a phone call, saying, ‘Mom, I’m calling you from the top of the world!’ 

Jordan made the climb with his father Paul, his step-mother Karen Lundgren and three Sherpa guides, all 
experienced mountaineers. However, despite Jordan’s age, he was by no means an inexperienced climber. In fact, 
this was his sixth major achievement in his dream to climb the Seven Summits, the highest peaks on all seven 
continents. 
2          . Between 2007 and 2009, he climbed five others in North and South America, Australia and Europe. Having 
climbed the Asian one, this left only the Vinson Massif (4,892m) in Antarctica to achieve his dream of being the 
youngest person to climb all seven. 
3          . There was a painting on a corridor wall in his California school which showed the highest point on every 
continent, and it fascinated him. He did some research and then one day, he said to his father, ‘Dad, I want to climb 
the Seven Summits.’ His father immediately started training him and the following year they climbed Kilimanjaro. 

Despite Jordan’s achievements, the Everest climb also attracted criticism from people who said he was too young to 
take such risks. It is true that climbing at such high altitudes can be dangerous. 4          . Furthermore, a previous 
record holder for the youngest person to climb Mount Everest, 16 year old Temba Tsheri from Nepal, lost five 
fingers from frostbite during his climb due to the extreme cold. 

But Jordan’s father rejected the criticisms, saying, ‘We were so prepared, everything went absolutely perfectly. 
5          .’ He said they’d spent several weeks getting used to the high altitude. He thought Jordan had trained hard 
and had been ready for the challenge. 

Jordan himself said, ‘I’m the one who started this project. 6          . I know it’s a big goal and lucky for me, my 
family is supporting me every step of the way. In fact my family is my team.’ 

He hopes his adventure will inspire young people around the world to set themselves challenges – to get fit and aim 
high. 

a) Jordan was 13 years old. 
b) Age has nothing to do with anything. 
c) Jordan says he was first inspired to climb at the age of nine. 
d) The cold and the lack of oxygen has killed many climbers in the past. 
e) It’s my dream we are following. 
f) Their knowledge and experience of the mountain will help keep us all safe. 
g) He conquered the first one, Mount Kilimanjaro (5,895m), in Africa when he was ten. 

  10 

2 Read the text again and choose the correct answer: a), b), or c). 
1 When Jordan got to the top of Everest, he called his     c    . 
 a) father 
 b) friends 
 c) mother 
 
2 He hasn’t climbed the highest mountain in            yet. 
 a) Africa 
 b) Asia 
 c) Antarctica 
 
3 Jordan first got interested in climbing when he was           . 
 a) at school 
 b) seven 
 c) a teenager 
 



4 The main criticism of Jordan’s Everest climb was           . 
 a) the cold 
 b) his age 
 c) the lack of oxygen 
 
5 Before the climb,           . 
 a) Jordan did a lot of training 
 b) Jordan’s father was very worried 
 c) Jordan had frostbite 
 
6 Jordan wanted to climb Everest because           . 
 a) it was what he dreamt of 
 b) his family wanted him to do it 
 c) he wanted to encourage young people to keep fit 

  5 

 
  
Writing 

3 Underline the correct alternatives. 
The best meal of my life! 

What’s the 1more / most delicious food you’ve ever eaten? Mine was chicken soup. 2In all probability / On the 
whole, it wasn’t just the soup itself, but where and when it was eaten. It happened 3during / while I was working in 
Morocco during Ramadan, 4which / when Muslims don’t eat or drink anything from sunrise 5until / by sunset, and 
never complain. 

I’m not a Muslim, 6however / also I admired the willpower of my friends 7so / such a lot that one day I decided to 
share the experience with them. It was one of the most memorable days of my life, full of unexpected feelings 8or / 
and emotions. 
9Finally / As the sun was going down, I joined the crowds of people in the square, 10which / where cafés had 
prepared bowls of steaming chicken soup and sticky, sweet desserts. Everyone had a bowl of soup and held their 
spoons, ready to eat. 11As soon as / As well as the sun set, we lifted our spoons. Food had never tasted so good. 

  5 

4 Choose one of the topics below and write an essay / a story on a separate piece of paper. Use the 
paragraph notes to help you. Write 130–150 words. 
 
Topic A 
If you could choose to be a famous person from history, who would you choose? 

Para 1: say who the person is and what they are famous for 
Para 2: give two or three reasons why you would like to be them 
Para 3: say what things you would do differently from them, and why 

 
Topic B 
Write a story beginning with these words: 
It was the most important day of my life. 

Para 1: say why the day was important 
Para 2: describe what happened on this day 
Para 3: say what the conclusion was – positive or negative 
 

  10 
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